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Hello from us all  
at wave!

We hope you are keeping well. After two years of working 
from home, we are finally making a gradual return to our 
Hastings studio.

We wanted to show you some of the projects that have 
been keeping us busy in recent months – and would love 
to hear from you if we can help you with anything.

Best wishes from the wave co-op team.

David, Diana, Felix, Karen and Julian
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Some nice things we have 
designed recently
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Supply Change

Social procurement  
in construction guide

Established in 2018,  
Supply Change is a pioneer 
of social procurement. 
This is a guide to supply 
a useful starting point to 
creating meaningful impact 
through procurement and 
outline a path to increase 
construction-based 
social procurement.

Social  
procurement in 
construction
A GUIDE

SPONSORED BY

SUPPLY CHANGE SOCIAL PROCUREMENT IN CONSTRUCTION14

Effective implementation:  
A practical guide

It is important to set up construction projects for success from the start 
and embed impact throughout the project lifecycle. Social procurement 
considerations can not be an afterthought and need to be built into systems, 
processes and decision-making from the beginning. At first, these changes and 
additions to existing processes can take time. However, this is a worthwhile 
time investment that will pay off during delivery and make future projects easier 
and more efficient. This section of the guide examines the UK Government’s 
Social Value Model, carrying out spend and social procurement opportunity 
analyses and offers practical tips on how to craft an impact strategy.

Understanding the Social Value Act
The Public Services Act (“Social Value Act”), which is focused on social value 
considerations, has been in place since 2012. In January 2021, the Social 
Value Model was published by the UK Government to shift suppliers from 
simply considering social value implications of a contract to implementing 

3
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Overview: Step-by-step guide

5

Create an inclusive tendering process that outlines social value 
requirements clearly6

Create an impact measurement and management framework, including 
measures that you will use to measure progress4

Create an impact strategy that aligns with your organisation’s overall strategy  
and social procurement policy3

Build social procurement considerations into each step of the project 
lifecycle and develop the necessary systems and processes to support them5

 Services supplied by Supply Change

Identify opportunities for social procurement in your spend for your  
construction project1

 Identify impact-driven suppliers with the help of intermediaries and  
market consultation2

Measure your project’s impact7
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Barrier / Risk Geographical requirements do not match social 
enterprise suppliers’ areas of operation.

Caused by Local social enterprise suppliers do not operate 
in the goods and services categories or impact 
areas required for the project or for the location/
community the project is created within.

Recommendations   Scan community needs within the particular 
geographical area the work is to be carried out 
in. For example, would it create the most impact 
to work with disengaged young people, with 
ex-offenders, with differently-abled people, 
migrants or another underserved group?

  Choose local suppliers, where possible. This will 
add to the positive impact you are able to create.

Geography

Barrier / Risk Lack of visibility of social enterprise suppliers. 

Caused by Social enterprises are often smaller businesses 
and may not be as visible as other larger 
suppliers. Social enterprises may also 
not be reached by traditional channels of 
communication.

Recommendations   Engage with intermediaries. For example, 
Supply Change have a vetted database of 
social enterprise suppliers that provides buyers 
with important information and assurances to 
mitigate risk and improve accessibility.

  Run events. For example, a networking event 
targeted at impact-driven suppliers can be a 
good way for buyers to meet social enterprises 
and build relationships. Supply Change can 
support you in running events.

Visibility of and access to social enterprise suppliers

SUPPLY CHANGE SOCIAL PROCUREMENT IN CONSTRUCTION22

CIP Consulting spend analysis

Using data analysis to support social procurement: a review of housing association 
supply chains 

In early 2021, Supply Change was part of a 
team, reviewing the future strategic direction 
of the Community Impact Partnership (CIP) – 
a social investment fund launched by four of 
the largest Housing Associations (HAs) in the 
UK to support social enterprises. 

Supply Change was commissioned to analyse 
the spend and contract data of 8 UK HAs to 
explore how operational and commercial 
spending could be used to support purpose 
driven organisations. 

The results provided useful insight into trends 
across housing supply chains and demonstrated 
the benefits of data analysis when exploring 
social procurement opportunities.

Across all 8 HAs the distribution of spending 
and contracts followed a similar trend. HA 
supply chains tended to consist of a small 
amount of high value contracts which represent 
the majority of total spend, some medium 
sized contracts and then a long tail of smaller 
sized contracts. Each area requires different 
strategies when considering social procurement 
opportunities. High value contracts over £5m 
present opportunities for subcontracting 
to purpose driven organisations, medium 
sized contracts between £1-£5m could be 
delivered by a consortium of social suppliers, 
but the opportunities for direct procurement 
from social enterprises lies in the long tail of 
smaller contracts below £1m. 

CASE STUDY

Size and value distribution of a housing association supply chain
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ECA Watch – Fossil Free ECAs

Website: fossilfreeecas.org

ECA Watch is a network of NGOs from around 
the world campaigning to reform Export Credit 
Agencies (ECAs) for the better. This campaign 
website was designed and developed quickly 
in the run-up to COP26 in Glasgow in October 
2021. The goal of the website was to both 
inform and provide a call to action by signing 
an open letter. The aim was to draw attention 
and to prevent ECAs from financing fossil fuel 
developments and its related infrastructure.

We developed the typographic look, designed 
new illustrations, and reworked and amended 
existing graphics supplied by the network 
partners. The website was built by GreenNet.

Features include:

+  Online open letter signup

+  Custom WordPress design

+  Interactive map

+  Open Source software

+  Project meetings with partners around the world

+  Website Hosted on GreenNet’s servers 
powered by renewably sourced energy

https://www.fossilfreeecas.org/


Assessing  
civil society  
engagement  
in the EITI  
process

A guide to providing 
validation inputs on  
EITI Requirement 1.3

SEPTEMBER 2021

Publish What You Pay

Assessing civil society engagement  
in the EITI process guide

A brand neutral publication for Publish What You Pay and the  
International Centre for Not-for Profit Law, to give guidance on  
the EITI (Extractive Industries Transparency Initiative) Standard.

Produced in English, French and Spanish.
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Getting involved: responding to a call for views 
on stakeholder engagement in the EITI

I’d like to provide input into the EITI validation for my country, 
especially regarding civil society engagement and the 
environment for civil society participation. Where do I start?

As noted above, there are two primary ways in which civil society representatives who 
are not members of their country’s MSG may provide input into validations regarding civil 
society engagement: 

(1)  providing evidence and resources to MSG members in advance of or during 
preparation for validation, regarding compliance with Requirement 1.3 (on civil 
society engagement); and 

(2)  responding to the call for views issued four weeks prior to the start of validation 
with submissions regarding civil society engagement and the environment for civil 
society participation. 

In this section, we will focus on the process of developing submissions in response to a 
call for views.

The first step in developing a submission in response to a call for views issued prior to the 
commencement of validation is to review the Civil Society Protocol and the EITI Validation 
Guide. These documents present the governing framework that EITI uses in assessing 
implementing country compliance with Requirement 1.3. As noted above, the Civil Society 
Protocol sets out general guidance on how to assess compliance with Requirement 
1.3 for the purposes of validation, and the 2021 EITI Validation Guide elaborates upon 
this guidance. In particular, the 2021 EITI Validation Guide provides a framework for 
assessing (for contextual purposes) the “broader enabling environment for civil society 
participation in extractive sector in the country being assessed,” as well as specific 
analytical questions that “should be considered in cases where there are concerns about 
potential breaches of the civil society protocol.” Both the Civil Society Protocol and the 
Validation Guide divide the assessment process for Requirement 1.3 into five categories: 
expression, operation, association, engagement, and access to decision-making. 

Relevant guidance from the Protocol and the Validation Guide are excerpted in the 
Appendix of this document, which also features commentary and suggested diagnostic 
questions from ICNL and PWYP.

Civil society representatives should review the Protocol and Validation Guide, and as 
appropriate the commentary and suggested questions from ICNL and PWYP, both 
to familiarize themselves with the applicable framework, and to conduct the second 
step in developing a submission: determining the submission’s scope. In examining 
the Protocol and Validation Guide, civil society representatives should consider 
whether their submission should focus on selected issues raised in this guidance, 
or instead should more comprehensively address implementing country compliance 

B
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Key activities Month 

1
Month 

2
Month 

3
Month 

4
Month 

5
Month 

6
Project conceptualisation and discussion  
(focus on local context)

Coordinating with local partners/researchers

Research design formulation and finalisation

Orientation with local partners/researchers

Data gathering/fieldwork

Desk research and work on local law/regulation/policies

Transcription and translation of interview results/ 
Data analysis

Report writing

Feedback

Revision and final layout for submission of report

The final step is to submit the submission. Information about how to submit submissions 
in response to a call for views, including relevant email addresses, should be included 
in the call. Submissions must be submitted before the commencement of validation in 
order to be considered.

Approximately how long does it take to develop a comprehensive 
shadow report on Requirement 1.3?

The time to develop a shadow report will of course vary depending on context and 
available resources. Partners from civil society coalition Bantay Kita, which developed 
and submitted a shadow report with respect to the 2021 validation of the Philippines, 
have suggested, that as much as six months should be allotted to develop a shadow 
report, including one and a half months to draft the submission.

Bantay Kita has also kindly furnished the following illustrative Gantt chart for such a 
research project:
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What does the validation process look like?

As part of revisions to the EITI Validation model, the EITI Board approved a revised 
Validation procedure in December 2020. Under this procedure, validation involves  
four phases:

1 preparation for validation

2 review of information and preliminary assessment

3 stakeholder comments

4 Board review

During preparation for validation, the country MSG assembles data and documentation 
that demonstrates evidence of addressing each EITI requirement under assessment, 
with support and guidance from the relevant country team of the International 
Secretariat. This support may include a mission to the country undergoing validation 
to consult stakeholders and provide information on validation. The burden is on 
implementing countries, through their MSGs, to demonstrate progress in meeting EITI 
requirements and to provide supportive evidence, which can include publicly available 
documents, documents that are not publicly available (such as MSG meeting minutes), 
and other relevant documentation. The MSG should submit the assembled data and 
documentation to the International Secretariat by the commencement of Validation, as 
set out in the validation schedule. The new Procedure also prescribes that four weeks 

NIGER faced a similar situation in 2017, but with a different result. During 
validation, progress in meeting Requirement 1.3 was judged to be “inadequate” 
due to civil society representatives and journalists engaged in the EITI process 
facing arrests, coercion and reprisals. These abuses took place against a 
wider backdrop of intimidation, harassment and arbitrary detention of civil 
society actors pushing for investigation of corruption allegations in the 
extractive sector. Following suspension, Niger withdrew from EITI in 2017, but 
subsequently re-built its MSG, re-started its EITI process, and rejoined EITI in 
2020 with the support of local civil society.

Finally, in 2018, ETHIOPIA faced the risk of suspension following an initial 
validation assessment of “inadequate” progress in meeting Requirement 1.3,  
based on limitations imposed on freedom of expression, evidence of self-
censorship by civil society regarding natural resource governance issues, 
and broader legal restrictions on civil society that hindered the ability 
of independent civil society actors to participate in EITI. However, a new 
government that took over part-way through validation committed to legislative 
and administrative changes to improve civic space, and the Board upgraded 
the finding on Requirement 1.3 to reflect this positive shift. As such, Ethiopia 
avoided suspension, and continues to be a full member of EITI.
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The final step is to submit the submission. Information about how to submit submissions 
in response to a call for views, including relevant email addresses, should be included 
in the call. Submissions must be submitted before the commencement of validation in 
order to be considered.

Approximately how long does it take to develop a comprehensive 
shadow report on Requirement 1.3?

The time to develop a shadow report will of course vary depending on context and 
available resources. Partners from civil society coalition Bantay Kita, which developed 
and submitted a shadow report with respect to the 2021 validation of the Philippines, 
have suggested, that as much as six months should be allotted to develop a shadow 
report, including one and a half months to draft the submission.

Bantay Kita has also kindly furnished the following illustrative Gantt chart for such a 
research project:
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IIEP in Action

Website: report.iiep.unesco.org

We have been working with UNESCO’s 
International Institute for Educational 
Planning on several microsites with GreenNet, 
and the latest was their 2021 Annual Review. 

We developed the layout, navigation and 
animations for displaying the data. We 
also designed a large set of outline icons 
following their new brand guidelines. 

The website is essentially a landing page but 
has sub-pages for each of the 10 Strategy-led 
Value Streams. Additionally, sub-pages were 
designed for each of the four Values –  
Training, Technical Cooperation, Research 
and Development and Knowledge Sharing. 
The website was very well received, and 
we are currently working on IIEP’s Medium 
Term Strategy (five year) microsite.

Features include:

+  Multilingual Website

+ Icon Design and infographics

+  Easy to use navigation

https://report.iiep.unesco.org/


In March 2020 normal life stopped and full lockdown brought empty streets, people working from home, 
the two-metre rule and the start of mass homeschooling. Yet charities and community groups across 
Sussex adapted to help those in need and made sure that nobody got left behind.
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Where the money went across Sussex

GRANTS DISTRIBUTION

Brighton & Hove £1,322,248.80

Lewes £403,725.40

Adur £120,706.76

Worthing £182,354.00

Chichester £351,198.89

Arun £256,495.06

Eastbourne £268,023.86

Hastings £382,693.03

Rother £167,362.78

Wealden £261,441.78

Mid Sussex £177,173.08
Crawley £202,343.56

Horsham £123,377.22

Moulsecoomb 
Bangladeshi  
Women’s Group
Moulsecoomb Bangladeshi Women’s 
Group provides a safe space for women to 
come together and support each other to 
reduce social isolation in their community. 
A grant from the Sussex Crisis Fund 
enabled the group to pay for transport 
costs for collecting food and attending 
essential medical appointments during 
lockdown. They also purchased tablets 
and provided online art and cookery 
classes for members to stay connected.

AMOUNT  
AWARDED

£4,250
SUSSEX COMMUNITY FOUNDATION SUSSEX CRISIS FUND IMPACT REPORT4

End of 
national 
restrictions 
in the UK

19 JULY
Start of the 
vaccine roll-out

8 DECEMBER

3rd national 
lockdown

4 JANUARY
Schools and 
colleges reopen

8 MARCH

500 grants awarded 
from the fund

16 OCTOBER

Support and Recovery 
phase of the Sussex 
Crisis Fund

26 APRIL

£4.21 million 
awarded in  
908 grants

16 SEPTEMBER

Focus groups held 
on funding needs of 
community groups

1 FEBRUARY

NOV JAN MAR MAY JULDEC FEB APR JUN AUG SEP

20
21

  SCF provided a vital service during the pandemic. The Sussex Crisis 
Fund allowed East Sussex County Council to rapidly and efficiently get 
funds to local voluntary organisations and community groups who were 
having to make significant changes to how they operated in order to 
support those residents most impacted by Covid-19 

COUNCILLOR MAYNARD,  
LEAD MEMBER FOR ADULT SOCIAL CARE AND HEALTH,  
EAST SUSSEX COUNTY COUNCIL

SUSSEX COMMUNITY FOUNDATION SUSSEX CRISIS FUND IMPACT REPORT 7

WHO declares 
COVID-19 a 
Pandemic

11 MARCH

National UK lockdown imposed 
– ‘stay at home’ issued

23 MARCH

Gatwick closes terminal as passenger 
numbers fall by two-thirds

1 APRIL

Queen addresses the nation

5 APRIL

Face masks became 
mandatory inside

24 JULY

Rule of 6 
introduced

14 SEPTEMBER

2nd national 
lockdown

5 NOVEMBER

Sussex  
Crisis Fund 
launched

20 MARCH

First grants 
awarded from 
the Sussex 
Crisis Fund

30 MARCH

£1million given 
from the fund

29 MAY

£800,000 raised 
in local donations

3 AUGUST

£2million 
awarded in 
grants

25 AUGUST

500 grants awarded 
from the fund

16 OCTOBER

JAN FEB MAR MAY JUL SEP NOVAPR JUN AUG OCT

20
20

TIMELINE 2020-21

  The Covid pandemic was a cause of great anxiety and uncertainty 
for all those who were vulnerable and for the many voluntary 
organisations who supported them. During that extraordinary 
year, I was privileged to observe countless examples of altruism 
and kindness. Behind much of this great collective effort was the 
Sussex Community Foundation which enabled hundreds of charities 
and voluntary groups to continue their essential work throughout 
these most challenging of times. 

DR TIM FOOKS, HIGH SHERIFF OF WEST SUSSEX 2020-21

SUSSEX COMMUNITY FOUNDATION SUSSEX CRISIS FUND IMPACT REPORT6

Sussex Community Foundation

Sussex Crisis Fund Impact Report

A report to tell the story of the Sussex Crisis Fund which 
was set up in March 2020 to supply a source of rapid 
and responsive funding in the face of the pandemic.

SUSSEX  
CRISIS FUND  
IMPACT 
REPORT

  We appreciated the straightforward 
application form and the speedy decision 
reached by the Foundation. This enabled 
us to quickly move with our plans to work 
from home. 
DAWN,  
HASTINGS & ROTHER CREDIT UNION

  I wanted to write to you to give my heartfelt 
thanks for your recent generous donation. 
It will go a long way to supporting the 
residents of Burgess Hill and surrounding 
areas to ensure no cupboard goes empty. 
JOSEPH FOSTER,  
CHAIRMAN, BURGESS HILL PANTRY
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Palestine Solidarity 
Campaign

Youth campaigns logo

A vibrant new logo to engage and 
attract younger campaigners 
and supporters. It incorporates 
the ‘Y’ letterform with the 
colours and shapes of the 
Palestinian flag and can sit 
alongside the main PSC logo.

Formatted as a full name version, 
a compact, abbreviated version 
and as a social media icon.
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World Rainforest Movement

Website: www.wrm.org.uy

Design for a multilingual website in 
partnership with GreenNet for the WRM, 
an international initiative that supports 
the rights of indigenous peoples and 
communities living in forests around the 
world. The website’s primary purpose is to 
facilitate the exchange of information and 
resistance experiences among community 
groups in different forest regions around 
the world. In many places, deforestation 
and land-grabbing threaten their way of life 
and community control over their territory.

We developed an updated logo, revised 
colour palette and a set of bold icons. 
In addition, we reorganised the content.
An extensive dropdown menu was 
created to cluster key issues and make 
information easier and quicker to find.

Features include:

+  Multilingual Website

+ Icon Design and infographics

+  Improved navigation

+  Low environmental impact

https://www.wrm.org.uy/


Public Law Project

Against persons unknown

A case study that sheds light on the experience of a group of 
women who, together with The Public Law Project,  pursued 
a legal challenge and used the law to achieve a successful 
settlement and remedy injustice in their local community. 

Against Persons Unknown:  
A case study on the use of law  
by self-organised groups

Evaluation by Independent Learning Partners

November 2021

Jacqueline Kinghan, Newcastle University

Lisa Vanhala, University College London

“They actually 
listen to us now. 
They know the 
voice of lived 
experience is  
so important.”

Claimant interview 

28th June 2021
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The Hull Lighthouse was established in 1996 as a voluntary project run by 
women from three churches in the city in response to the rising number 
of street sex workers. It developed over time into a registered charity 
which offers support and outreach services to women affected by sexual 
exploitation.15 Hull Lighthouse originally received grant funding from the 
Lankelly Chase Foundation to develop understandings of the experiences of 
women affected by street prostitution, which culminated in a book entitled 
An Untold Story, published in 2017. A small collective of women with lived 
experience of sex work, An Untold Story – Voices, grew out of the story 
writing process and sought to continue to engage collaboratively on issues 
of concern to the local sex worker community.

Individually and as a collective, they had come to recognise their own agency and 

the value of their experience. They shared a commitment to social justice and to 

reducing the harm and stigmatisation of sex workers in Hull. They realised the power 

of the stories they had to tell: “We are essentially a group of people in recovery … 

but our voices and experience are like gold dust.”16 Over the three and a half-year 

period in which they wrote their book, fourteen women – including two contributors 

to the book – tragically died from street-work related illnesses and drug and alcohol 

related health conditions. The group became acutely aware that the ‘policies 

and practices of the criminal justice system, and mental health and children’s 

CASE STUDY

An Untold Story – Voices

15 Against Persons Unknown: A case study on the use of law by self-organised groups

Notably, there had been no consultation with other organisations working to 

advocate on these issues either. It also became clear that all other remedies had 

been exhausted and judicial review was an option of last resort to hold the public 

authorities accountable. 

 Litigation preparation and process

It is important to stress that litigation had not initially been a preferred course of 

action or even necessarily seen as an option for the group. As described above, 

they had prioritised discussions and engagement with the local council up until this 

point and, as several interviewees noted, they simply wanted “a seat at the table” 

to share concerns.36 The group were sensitive to the needs of the local community 

and wanted to mediate issues and pursue agreement on alternative approaches. 

Although they knew litigation was potentially an option, they sought to look for other 

less contentious solutions and were encouraged by what they were being told in 

meetings. However, by the end of 2019 they felt they had reached a dead end with 

the Council as a result of the lack of transparency in their most recent meeting:

“We had felt like it was a shift in a positive direction and through all 
the right democratic channels. It just spectacularly backfired, the 
decision to renew the triple two had actually been made long before 
our meeting even took place.”37

As one of the lawyers in the case comments, it was the realisation that a decision 

to renew the order had taken place without any consultation that galvanised them 

towards pursuing a more formal legal process given other remedies had been 

exhausted: “They asked at that point if there was a way to challenge because they felt 

they had no other choice.”38 It was nonetheless an adjustment for the group to pursue 

such a different course: “We already felt like the naughty kids in the corner and all of 

a sudden we were being excommunicated officially.”39 A further motivating factor for 

the claimants in pursuing litigation at this stage was the continuing high levels of 

risk posed to women. They noted in particular the increased negative press attention 

on sex work around renewal of the order.40 One member of the group noted: “We 

were pretty driven, we were motivated and inspired. What was continually put out in the 

media was a motivation too in a way… that was driving us because of the additional 

threats to women that it causes.”41 This sense of motivation spurred them on: 

“The bottom line is that it always came back to lives lost. We’ve lost 
about 50% of our group since we started in 2015 and although you 
couldn’t say that they were all directly related to this policy there are 
cases in the collective memory in the last ten years. More specifically 
since the clamp down of the triple two of lives lost and the associated 
response being inadequate. We 100% knew that if it were fully 
investigated it would reveal unlawful practices and there would be 
different outcomes.”42

Design: Wave www.wave.coop

“I can imagine a future 
where it might be easy 
to be drawn into big 
issues which are crucial 
to fight, but it can be 
easy to lose the little 
voices ... it is those 
little voices that are 
the key to making sense 
of injustice.”

The Public Law Project, Claimant Interview,

18th November 2020.

9 Against Persons Unknown: A case study on the use of law by self-organised groups

Sex workers have been described as ‘a resourceful group, who as individuals and 

communities have developed a complex set of safety and coping strategies.’10 

Indeed, there is an increased likelihood of positive outcomes where sex workers 

themselves develop community-based responses in order to minimise harm and 

collectively protect one another. One such strategy, for example, involves group 

working and vetting clients.11 Another is the development of ‘ugly mugs’ schemes 

to share evidence and reports of violence; as well as efforts to re-define violence 

from the sex workers’ perspective.12 Since the early 2000s police guidance and 

wider government policy has sought to be more alive to the safety of sex workers. 

Some police forces have implemented preventative approaches including the 

formal backing of local ugly mugs’ schemes.13 These strategies, including group 

and peer support, have become all the more important in light of the increase in 

sex work as a result of the Covid-19 pandemic.14 Situating this case study within an 

understanding of these positive developments and self-empowering measures helps 

us to better understand why use of the law to promote inclusive policy-making can 

be so productive.
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A little bit about us
We work creatively for a better world

+  We are a design co-operative

+  We help our clients communicate 
messages that matter

+  Our services include print, digital and 
identity design 

+  We are not-for-profit specialists, with 
strong ethical values 

+  We have been waving for over 30 years

We are a co-operative

+  We set up from the start as a worker co-operative to provide  
a professional creative design service to the not-for-profit 
sector. As a co-operative, we are controlled by the people 
that work in it – there are no owners or shareholders and we 
have an equitable, non-hierarchical management structure

+  Co-operatives are based on the values of self-help,  
self-responsibility, democracy, equality, equity and solidarity.  
In the tradition of their founders, co-operative members 
believe in and practise the ethical values of honesty, 
openness, social responsibility and caring for others

+  We are proud to work with organisations such as charities, 
public sector organisations, co-operatives and social 
enterprises who share our beliefs, our concerns and our 
passions and who are committed to positive change
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What we do best
+  We have years of experience producing printed  

publications for charities and public sector bodies.

+  We work with clients to develop their brand identities  
and apply them creatively across print and web.

+  We design and build accessible, great looking websites  
that convey information clearly and beautifully.

digital
felix@wave.coop
07850 840317

print
diana@wave.coop
07875 429985

Please get in touch to discuss any of your design projects:

Our services include:
+  brand and identity development
+ reports and reviews
+ magazines and newsletters
+ fundraising campaigns
+ adverts
+ exhibition and display systems
+ illustration
+ copy editing and proofreading
+ web and new media
+ content management systems
+ open source cms (wordpress and drupal)
+ e-newsletters
+ e-commerce
+ crm integration
+ interactive applications and games

We also commission:
+ copywriting
+ illustration
+ photography
+ print
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How we estimate
We supply detailed and tailored
estimates based on your brief. They
will show a clear breakdown of the
design stages required, for example
for a print project: design visuals,
design development, proof stages
and artwork.

We indicate any possible additional
costs in the ‘options’ section –
to avoid any hidden extras.

We record the time spent on your
project in a management software
programme which enables us to
charge fairly for actual time taken.

We are always happy to clarify and
explain any of the design stages and
costs and offer advice.

For web and digital projects, estimates
are very detailed and are worked up
only after we have interrogated your
requirements in greater detail.

We are very willing to negotiate
contracts and pricing structures
on a case-by-case basis.

We strive to meet budgets where
possible and are experienced at
delivering excellent results within a
restricted budget as this is often a
key priority for our clients. Because
we believe so passionately in the
causes our clients champion, we are
always willing to ‘go the extra mile’.

We are experienced print buyers, so
while you may have you own supplier,
we can also guide on paper stocks
and weights. 
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And finally, some nice things 
people have said about us

“PiP trustees, staff and, importantly, PiP 
students are really pleased with the look, feel 
and functionality of the new PiP website. We 
feel it really reflects us as an organisation 
and is bright and fresh. Karen and Julian went 
over and above in supporting PiP to update 
our brand whilst ensuring the website is as 
accessible as possible for our main audiences.”

Samantha Dodd 
Fundraising and Communications Manager 
Pursuing Independent Paths

“I thoroughly enjoyed working with wave on 
our annual review. The team were creative, 
insightful and flexible. They really understand 
the not-for-profit sector and patiently 
navigated me through the process to produce a 
document that truly reflects HARC’s values and 
the position we hold within our community.”

Wendy Knowles
Development Manager
HARC

“Applause were looking to develop a 
new site that provided a refreshed visual 
identity alongside great user accessibility. 
We commissioned wave because we were 
impressed by their level of knowledge and 
creative way of problem solving. The project was 
managed inclusively and at all times we were 
kept aware of any changes/implications that 
might impact our budget or capacity to deliver. 
We are extremely pleased with what’s been 
achieved and the positive feedback from both 
staff, trustees and users has been unanimous.”

Sally Lampitt 
Programme Lead/Deputy Director 
Applause

“Wave were recommended by a colleague, 
and just as promised, they did a great job on 
our Impact Report. They followed our brief 
to the letter, were endlessly patient with us 
when we experienced delays at our end and 
produced a beautiful promotional tool for us 
that all at my charity are incredibly proud of. 
They really understand charities and what we 
were trying to achieve in terms of look and 
feel. We have already had some really positive 
feedback to this piece of work, and would 
100% recommend Wave to anyone wanting a 
high-quality piece of literature with creativity, 
expertise and an eye for detail thrown in.” 

Lucy Wells 
Development Director
Worcester Community Foundation
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